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55+ GAMES OVERVIEW

Approve registration form in consultation with the host committee

Provide updated technical packages

Provide ongoing support in the execution of the Games, through the role of the

Executive Director (ED) and a designated board liaison

Select Games Ambassador

Seek sponsorship opportunities, in particular at the Platinum, Gold, and Silver

levels

Share files and planning documents from previous Games

The PEI 55+ Games Society is a community based volunteer and non-profit

organization formed in 1997 to promote a healthy lifestyle among Prince Edward

Island seniors. To assist in achieving that goal, the Society organizes and stages a

series of events and competitions called ‘The Games’. The purpose of the Games is

to encourage physical, social, and creative achievements through participation and

friendly competition as well as engendering a sense of community spirit by

providing the opportunity and catalyst for bringing seniors, their families, and the

community at large together.

To assist the Society in fulfilling its mandate, a host committee is formed to

organize and host each Games. This guide is provided to assist local host

committees in the planning and delivery of the PEI 55+ Winter and Summer Games.

It is a template for effective planning while allowing flexibility to accommodate the

characteristics of and facilities available in different communities. Host committees

are subject to the Constitution and policies of the PEI 55+ Games Society.

PEI 55+ GAMES SOCIETY RESPONSIBILITIES
The 55+ Games Society Board and staff will assist the host community leading up to

and during the Games in a number of ways including but not limited to:
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Assign a staff liaison to the host committee

Use community facilities when feasible to stage Games events 

Provide a Games Assistant as a full-time staff support for 10-12 weeks to help

organize the Games

Provide office space for the Games Assistant with necessary technical and

communication services

Involve community officials in official opening ceremonies and other celebration

events that are part of the Games

Assist in the identification of volunteers from within the community to enhance

individual events

Provide sponsorship support of the Games as deemed appropriate by host

community

Promote the Games and the community involvement in the event

Have a screening process in place for all volunteers

The 55+ Winter Games rotate annually through four Island communities. Stratford,

Charlottetown, Summerside, and Cornwall. The Summer Games, which don't require

as many larger facilities, can be held in a variety of communities and municipalities.

The host community is responsible to complete the following:

HOST COMMUNITY 
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Determine Games events

Determine who the event chairperson will be for each event

Provide an info session for committee and event chairs to go over

responsibilities, code of conduct policy, abuse policy, expectations, etc. This will

be planned with the help of the ED and 55+ Games board liaison.

Plan and organize the Games, following the guidelines established by the PEI 55+

Games Society

Manage the approved budget and open a bank account for the event

Seek sponsorship opportunities, in particular at the Friend of the Games level

Submit final report to the PEI 55+ Games Society

See Appendix 7 – Host Committee Timeline for greater detail

RESPONSIBILITIES:

HOST COMMITTEE STRUCTURE:
There are a number of ways to organize a successful 55+ Games. The PEI 55+ Games

Society recommends the formation of a separate local host committee for each set

of Games made up of 5-8 members. Each host committee will function under the

direction of a chairperson who brings a background of participation and interest in

sports, a commitment to the mandate of the PEI 55+ Games and good organizational

skills. Each member of the host committee should oversee an area of planning. The

PEI 55+ Games Society recommends the following at a minimum: Chairperson,

treasurer, event chair coordinator, communications coordinator, and ceremonies

coordinator. 

HOST COMMITTEE
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Preside over all meetings of the Host Committee

Communicate procedures and policies to host committee members

Monitor the progress of each sub-committee in carrying out their mandate

Promote Games participation

Execute cancellation policy, if necessary

Handle issues and complaints during the Games

Draw up a list of potential local sponsors, with assistance from the ED & 55+

Games Society

Ensure any sponsorship agreements are serviced i.e. that the sponsor has

received value for money

Supervise wrap-up activities: reports, thank-you letters, final financial

statements etc. 

Submit a final event report to the PEI 55+ Games Society 

Appoint someone to take minutes at all meetings in the absence of a Games

Assistant

Manage the approved budget 
Establish financial management systems and procedures according to Financial
Control guidelines, including: 

Set up a bank account with two signing officers to handle income and
expenditures
Provide regular financial updates at host committee meetings
Control bank deposits and payments
Ensure financial transactions are supported with authorized receipts 
Close the bank account when all funds have been collected and all payments
disbursed

Submit a final financial report to the host committee chair for inclusion in the
event final report
See Appendix 2 – Registration and Finances

CHAIRPERSON

TREASURER

HOST COMMITTEE
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Determine facility needs for each event

Book and confirm facilities in writing in conjunction with ED

Ensure each facility has the necessary equipment for each event, working with

the event chair

Confirm event chairs for all events

Act as main liaison between the host committee and event chairs

Ensure event chairs receive all updates from the host committee

Support event chairs in the execution of their task

Provide registration updates to event chairs and at host committee meetings

Meet with all event chairs to review the items required for each event

Contact event chairs to keep updated on progress

Review Appendix 1 - Public Relations Plan 

Execute public relations plan with any modifications for the host community

that are required, prior to, during and immediately following the Games

Ensure communication with sports organizations or clubs in the

community/region

Work in cooperation with the ED to complete the Games registration form

Assist in the distribution of registration forms to ensure widespread circulation

Seek local sponsors at the Friends of the Games level ($200), either cash or in

kind, as well as for door prizes, when necessary

Oversee the execution of the Emergency Action Plan including but not limited

to:

Distributing first aid kits and pick up following the event

Reviewing the Emergency Action Plan with the Event Chairs

Procuring and overseeing portable AED, if possible, for medium and high risk

events

Collecting any incident reports

Communicating with emergency services by providing schedules

EVENT CHAIR COORDINATOR (OR CO-COORDINATORS*)

*The PEI 55+ Games Society highly recommends having co-coordinators for this

role

COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR

OTHER TASKS for Host Committee Members

HOST COMMITTEE
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Work in cooperation with the ED to complete the Games registration form

Assist in the distribution of registration forms to ensure widespread

circulation

Seek local sponsors at the Friends of the Games level ($200), either cash

or in kind, as well as for door prizes, when necessary

Oversee the execution of the Emergency Action Plan including but not

limited to:

Distributing first aid kits and pick up following the event

Reviewing the Emergency Action Plan with the Event Chairs

Procuring and overseeing portable AED, if possible, for medium and

high risk events

Collecting any incident reports

Communicating with emergency services by providing schedules

Act as a resource to the host committee in the execution of 55+ Games

Liaise between the host committee, the host community, and the PEI 55+

Games Society

Report on host committee progress throughout the planning of the Games

to the PEI 55+ Games Society

Usually is the board member who represents the Games location or lives

in the area (i.e. East, West, Central)

OTHER TASKS FOR HOST COMMITTEE MEMBERS

ALSO ON THE HOST COMMITTEE:

55+ GAMES BOARD LIAISON

HOST COMMITTEE
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Assist the Event Coordinators in booking suitable facilities within the

community when feasible

Liaise between the host committee and the host community

Promote the Games within the community, in support of the

Communications Coordinator

Secure general sponsorship of Games from host community council

Usually is a paid staff member of the city/town/municipality, ideally in the

recreation department

Provide ongoing support during the planning and execution of the Games

Deliver all 55+ Games equipment to the host committee, including medals

Liaise with other provincial sport organizations in the planning of events

Assist with collecting and entering registrations that come to the provincial

office

Serve as an ex-officio member of the host committee

HOST COMMUNITY REPRESENTATIVE

55+ GAMES EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

HOST COMMITTEE
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Maintain registration database, including collection of fees

Notify Host Committee members of upcoming meetings

Arrange meeting location, prepare and distribute agendas

Attend meetings and prepare and distribute minutes of meetings

Prepare and distribute event binders to event chairs at meeting with Event

Coordinator

Prepare letters and reports, as required by the Host Committee Chair

Prepare letters of thanks to sponsors and others, to be sent following the

event

Other duties as required

NOTE: It is not always possible to obtain funding for a Games Assistant. In

those cases, the host community, host committee, and the PEI 55+ Games

Society will need to co-operate to share these tasks or a staff person with

the host community can be tasked with completing this role

See appendix 4 for job timeline

HOST COMMITTEE GAMES ASSISTANT

HOST COMMITTEE
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Recruit volunteers as required, with assistance from the event chair

coordinator(s)

Identify list of needs for event

Inspect facilities to ensure they are adequate and safe for the competition

Ensure all necessary equipment is available for the event

At registration deadline and in conjunction with the host chair, recommend

to host committee cancellation of event(s) due to limited registration

Prepare a tournament schedule based on registration and in line with the

event technical package

Ensure all participants are properly registered and confirm actual

participants following the event

Extend welcome to participants, review rules, and circulate information

from the host committee at the start of the event

Oversee the identification of winners and presentation of medals

Ensure event results are provided to the Communications Coordinator or

ED immediately following the competition

Return all supplies and equipment, along with event technical package to

the Games office

At the conclusion of the Games prepare a report with recommendations for

future events, to be included in the chairmen’s final report

Promote the event to ensure participation

Coordinate provision of appropriate refreshments

Review the Emergency Action Plan and work with the host committee to

ensure it is followed

The event chairs are the backbone of a successful Games. These are the

volunteers who are in charge of each individual event (see proposed list below). 

RESPONSIBILITIES:

EVENT CHAIRS
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The PEI 55+ Games Society encourages the inclusion of new or different

events in each set of Games. It is normal for the event list to vary from season

to season and from one host community to another depending on facilities

and local customs. Listed below is a sample offering for each set of Games

based on past experience. Those with an asterisk are required to be offered

with each set of Games.

EVENTS
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SUMMER
10km / 5km Run 

Archery
Auction 45*

Bocce*
5 Pin Bowling*

Contract Bridge
Cribbage* 
Crokinole* 

Cycling (Trail, Road, Time Trial)
Darts

Duplicate Bridge
Euchre
Fishing

Floor Shuffleboard*
Golf – Men’s, Women’s, Mixed Best Ball*

Horseshoes
Lawn Bowling*

Nature/History walk or Scavenger Hunt
Pickleball- Men’s, Women’s, Mixed *

Scrabble*
Softball - Slow Pitch

Tennis
Walking - Predicted Time

Washer Toss*

 

WINTER
Auction 45*
Badminton

5 Pin Bowling*
Contract Bridge*

Cribbage*
Crokinole*

Cross Country Skiing 
Curling*

Darts
Duplicate Bridge*

Euchre
Hockey - Men’s, Women’s*

Pickleball- Men’s, Women’s, Mixed*
Pool- 8 Ball
Scrabble*

Skating
Snowshoeing*
Spin Cycling

Squash
Stick Curling*

Swimming 
Table Tennis

Walking - Predicted Time

 
EVENT TECHNICAL PACKAGES (BINDERS)
Each event chair will be given a technical binder which lays out how each event is to be
conducted and the rules that govern that event.  The Event Technical Packages are the
responsibility of the Board of Directors of the PEI 55+ Games Society and it is their duty
to ensure that these binders are up-to-date.



Special guests should include: municipal representatives from the current

host, municipal representatives from the upcoming host, provincial

government representatives, PEI 55+ Games Society president, the Games

Ambassador and guest, representatives from major sponsors

Do not present event medals during the celebration event as it makes it

long and tedious

Provide a slideshow of photos from the week

50/50 tickets can be sold at this event to increase Games revenues

Door prizes can be given away

If presenting to the Games Ambassador, also consider a token of

appreciation for the guest

The celebration luncheon/banquet is typically held on the same day as

the biggest participation events i.e. Auction 45 and Cribbage

CELEBRATION

Social events are a crucial part of the 55+ Games. Each host committee is

encouraged to include celebration events in the plans for the Games. 

Each set of Games has some sort of closing luncheon/banquet, whichever the

Host Committee feels adequate for the occasion. Tickets for the closing

ceremony are sold as part of the registration form as final numbers need to

be confirmed with the caterer in advance. The price of tickets should, in

general, cover the cost of the meal and typically falls in the $10-$20 range,

depending on the type of meal. In the past, Games participants have been

allowed to bring a guest to the closing ceremony celebration. 

Some other recommendations based on past Games:

CEREMONY EXPECTATIONS
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Hold on Monday or Tuesday, depending on event schedule

Special guests should include: municipal representatives from the current

host, municipal representatives from the upcoming host, provincial

government representatives, PEI 55+ Games Society president, the Games

Ambassador and guest, representatives from major sponsors 

Official Opening should include raising the PEI 55+ Games Society flag in a

prominent community location

Host Committees are encouraged to be creative while keeping this a low

cost event

The opening in the past has been held in conjunction with the first event

of the Games on Monday

An active community event can be held in conjunction with the Opening,

such as a group nature walk or a group skate

Event chairs should be given a script to follow for the medal presentation

Photos should be taken of the winners, either individually or as a group.

Photos can be taken by the event chairs or photographers could be

arranged to take pictures throughout the Games.

Board members of the PEI 55+ Games Society can be available to present

medals whenever possible.

Medals should be put on the winners and worn for photographs

Winners often ‘donate’ their medals back to the organization

OPENING

Due to the nature of the 55+ Games, the official Opening is more of a media

event though participants are invited to attend. The format for the official

Opening is at the discretion of the host committee with the following

recommendations by the PEI 55+ Games Society:

MEDALS

Medals should be presented, whenever possible, at the conclusion of each

event. A protocol should be developed by the Ceremonies Coordinators so

that all medal ceremonies throughout the Games are similar. The PEI 55+

Games Society recommends the following:

CEREMONY EXPECTATIONS
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If registrants are registered for only that event, they will be refunded all

administration fees. 

If individuals are registered to participate in multiple events, they will only be

reimbursed for the cancelled activities and they will not be refunded the $5

Games Administration Fee. 

Refunds will also be issued if the banquet is cancelled.

CANCELLATION
The Postponement and Cancellation Protocol for weather cancellations should be

reviewed every year and placed in the event binder for every event chair. In the case

of low registration, the event chair should recommend cancellation to the host

committee and contact any registered participants or team captains to advise them

of cancellation.

REFUNDS
Unless events are cancelled, no refunds will be issued unless participants forward

individual written requests to the organizing committee within one week of the last

day of the Games.

In the event of the complete cancellation of an event:

If people fail to show up for their event, refunds will not normally be issued. If

events are postponed due to weather and the committee receives requests for

refunds based on extenuating circumstances, decisions will be made on a case by

case basis. The same extenuating circumstances criteria is normally used for

banquet refund requests received no later than noon on the Wednesday of Games

week. 

GAMES ADMINISTRATION FEE
All participants are required to pay a $5 administration fee at every 55+ Games. This

fee covers, among other things, insurance fees and the cost of medals. These fees

are payable by the host committee to the PEI 55+ Games Society at the conclusion

of the event. Life Members of the PEI 55+ Games Society are exempt from this fee. A

list of Life Members can be provided to the host committee by the ED upon request. 

ADMINISTRATION POLICIES
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EVENT REGISTRATION FEES
Each event scheduled during the Games should have a minimum event fee of $5.

This fee is in addition to the Games administration fee. Event fees that may

fluctuate due to facility costs are determined by the host committee and the ED to

ensure they cover the cost of hosting the event. 

AWARDS 
Gold, silver, and bronze medals are awarded to the top 3 competitors in every event

of the 55+ Games, except for demonstration events. 

DEMONSTRATION EVENTS
Occasionally, host committees wish to add new or different events to the Games in

a demonstration capacity. As a rule, demonstration events have no event fee and no

awards are presented. Demonstration events must be approved by the PEI 55+

Games Society.

LATE REGISTRATION
The host committee should set a registration deadline approximately 10 days prior

to the start of the Games. There are a large number of registrations, many of which

come right at the deadline. The host committee will need time to process the forms

and put together schedules. 

Generally, late registrations will not be accepted. However, exceptions can be made

on a case by case basis, at the discretion of the event chair. Some events may seek a

few late registrations in order to make their schedule work better. For example,

singles crokinole is easier to schedule with an even number of participants. Also, in

cases where some teams have only a portion of their participants registered, the

remainder are allowed to register late, rather than having to refund participants or

cancel an event. The overall goal of having as many seniors participate as possible

should be considered when considering late registration requests.

Any late registration requests should be approved by the event chair and the host

committee chair.

ADMINISTRATION POLICIES
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The Communications Coordinator is responsible for the Public Relations Plan

with the support of the ED of the PEI 55+ Games Society.

It is important to consistently refer to the event by the same title: [Title

Sponsor] PEI 55+ Winter Games or [Title Sponsor] PEI 55+ Summer Games. 

The 55+ Games logo should be used as is without being stretched or amending

the colours.

Seek opportunities to promote the 55+ Games in the local media. For example: a

promo spot on CBC Compass, articles in the Voice for Island Seniors, press

releases to local newspapers, etc.

Prepare general event posters and event specific newsletters. Ensure these are

posted around the host community in places seniors congregate, example at the

local seniors club, as well as in venues province-wide, example at all bowling

alleys. Whenever possible, leave registration forms at these locations.

Promote within the host community as much as possible.

Recruit photographers to ensure that each event is recorded with both action

shots and photos of the medal winners.

Update 55+ Games social media* multiple times throughout the day with results

and photos.

Recognize sponsors as much as possible during the week by including them in

photographs and social media.

Gather stories that occur during the Games such as first time participants

winning medals, multiple medallists, unique feats such as an eight ender in

curling, repeat winners, etc. 

Provide opportunities for the PEI 55+ Games Society to promote the Canada 55+

Games to all participants

BEFORE THE GAMES

DURING THE GAMES

APPENDIX 1: PUBLIC RELATIONS PLAN
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Compile all the results and stories from the week into a press release, in

conjunction with the ED, including photos from the week and the names of those

in the photos.

*The PEI 55+ Games Society website and social media is updated daily by the ED

with results and photos as provided by the Communications Coordinator and Event

Chairs

AFTER THE GAMES

Forward the approved press release to all local media as well as event sponsors and

relevant sport organizations, when applicable.

PUBLIC RELATIONS PLAN
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COLLECTION
Registration forms and fees are usually collected in four ways: mail-in to the PEI 55+

Games Society office, drop-off at the PEI 55+ Games office, drop-off at the event

office or other suitable location in the host community, or on the 55+ Games Society

website. It is important that registration forms are reviewed immediately when they

are dropped off to ensure they are filled out properly, signed, and the fees are

correct. Any errors that cannot be corrected right away should be noted on the

front of the registration form.

RECORDING
The Games Assistant, with help from the ED, is responsible for recording all

registration information in a master spreadsheet. This spreadsheet is a key

component to organizing a successful Games as it will track all participants and

their events, as well as all administration fees. It is the main task for the Games

Assistant. Any errors that are noted on the front of the registration form should be

addressed immediately. 

DEPOSITING
The amounts to be deposited should match the registration database. It is

recommended that the host committee treasurer reconcile the bank deposit with

the registration database and do all the bank deposits. This is to ensure that more

than one person is responsible and to help prevent mistakes. Once registrations

start to arrive, there will be large amounts of cash and cheques to be deposited;

deposits may have to be done 2 or 3 times a week in the final weeks leading up to

the registration deadline.

CHEQUES
The host committee must communicate what account/group the cheques should be

made out to. This should be done prior to the registration forms being printed, so it

can be included under the payment instructions.

APPENDIX 2: REGISTRATION AND
FINANCES
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PETTY CASH
The host committee may wish to have a small amount of petty cash on hand at the

registration drop-off locations to assist with making change for participants

registering and for making small purchases, such as office supplies. If used, standard

petty cash protocols should be followed, including the keeping of all receipts.

EXPENSE CLAIMS
When processing expense claims, the PEI 55+ Games Society Financial Management

Policy must be followed. The following are applicable:

“5.a. Expense claim forms must be properly completed, singed by the applicant, and

have applicable receipts attached.

5.b. Anyone travelling on PEI 55+ Games business will be eligible for reimbursement

in excess of 50 kilometers total travel. Travel claims may include: Board meetings,

Committee meetings, pre-arranged business on behalf of the PEI 55+ Games

Society, or other business not able to be conducted by other means of

communication.

5.c. When at all possible, the members must choose the shortest route and are

encouraged to carpool to economize on travel.”

SPONSORSHIP
The PEI 55+ Games Society has a multi-level sponsorship package available for the

host committee to use. Generally, the Society seeks Platinum, Gold, and Silver

sponsors. Those sponsorships are kept with the Society and assist with costs such

as medals, postage, and staff support for the Games. The host committee is

responsible to seek Friend of the Games ($200) or Silver ($500) sponsors from the

local community. These sponsorships can be cash or value in kind. The budget

template includes a minimum of 3 Friend of the Games sponsors in order for the

event to be financially successful.

REGISTRATION AND FINANCES
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Report of the Host Committee Chair- this report should provide an overview of

the Games, participant totals, appropriate thank-yous, event highlights, event

issues, and recommendations for the PEI 55+ Games Society and future host

committees, etc.

Financial Report- see Appendix 6

Registration Breakdown- a list of participant numbers by event

Event Chair recommendations- event chairs are asked to submit a brief report to

the host committee chair for inclusion in the final report. Their report should

include any organizing tips and recommendations for future events.

EVENT BUDGET
The PEI 55+ Games Society will provide a draft budget to the host committee at the

start of every Games planning cycle. It is important to note that in addition to the

administration fees which are due to the Society at the conclusion of the Games, all

profit from the event also goes back to the PEI 55+ Games Society. The Society has

limited sources of revenue and relies on a modest profit at each set of Games in

order to cover operational costs each year.

The host committee chair must submit a final report to the PEI 55+ Games within 60

days of the event. The report should include the following:

REGISTRATION AND FINANCES
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Meet with the PEI 55+ Games Society ED for training

Collect and sort office and event supplies from PEI 55+ Games Society ED

Become familiar with the PEI 55+ Games Society

Review past Games reports and look through previous Games files in particular

any Games recently held in the same community

Become familiar with the registration spreadsheet for upcoming year, make

updates as required

Review the 55+ Games website, social media and e-mail

Prepare a host committee and an event chair contact list

Assist the host committee in organizing a volunteer debrief lunch

Other tasks as assigned by the host committee or the ED

Write sponsorship letters to possible and returning sponsors. Coordinate

delivery in conjunction with the Host Committee Chair or Treasurer and arrange

follow-up calls within a week.

Seek confirmation for each venue stating location, time, date and price. It is

imperative that prices are confirmed in advance. Also, confirm whether or not

the venue has an AED and first aid kit and if any staff onsite during the event has

first aid training.

Registration forms should be finalized this week by Host Committee and ED.

Become familiar with the registration form: times, dates, venues, and events so

you are able to respond to questions accurately.

Other tasks as assigned by the host committee or the ED

Start a mail out of registration forms to past participants. Those who have

correct emails do not need to be sent a form in the mail. Emails with the form

attached can be sent or direct them to the website where a form can be printed

or register online www.55plusgamessociety.ca. 

Review the online registration database and make sure the events being offered

are up to date and accepting the correct registration info

7 WEEKS TO GAMES

6 WEEKS TO GAMES

5 WEEKS TO GAMES

APPENDIX 4: GAMES ASSISTANT TASK
GUIDELINES
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Review the website to ensure it is updated with correct forms and information

for the upcoming Games

Post registration or other relevant information on social media.

Deliver, whenever possible, registration forms to sport organizations, sporting

facilities, major sponsors, and senior’s clubs throughout PEI. Mail when

necessary.

Prepare binders for the first Event Chairs’ meeting, as this meeting is orientation

for the event chairs. Bring the event chair contact list to this meeting to fill in

any missing information. 

Determine t-shirt sizes for all host committee and event chairs needing one and

order t-shirts.

Create a one page flyer or poster for upcoming games. 

Prepare a schedule for the distribution of the first aid kits based on the

Emergency Action Plan.

Other tasks as assigned by the host committee or the ED

Become familiar with each venue location and be able to give directions to

participants.

Contact and assist the Communications Chairperson with any media duties

which may be required. 

Contact event chairs to collect any outstanding supply lists and volunteer

requirements. If any supplies need to be purchased, make a supply list which will

be reviewed by the host committee chair, and purchase the supplies agreed

upon.

Check registration forms as they are submitted to make sure all information is

correct. It is important that registration forms are reviewed immediately when

they are dropped off to ensure they are filled out properly, signed, and the fees

are correct.  

Review forms that are mailed in or dropped off to other people to ensure they

are filled out properly, signed, and the fees are correct. Contact the participant

immediately to request the missing information or outstanding fees

4 WEEKS TO GAMES

GAMES ASSISTANT TASK GUIDELINES
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If any registration form from the mail out is returned undelivered, remove the

mailing address from the master spreadsheet.

Other tasks as assigned by the host committee or the ED

Continue entering registration data as forms arrive.

Assist the Communications Chairperson with any ongoing media promotions.

Assign volunteers as required by the event chair and as identified by the host

committee.

Contact the treasurer and set up a schedule to pick up registration fees on a

regular basis. 

Establish a timeline for all venue set up and tear down with assigned

responsibilities.

Create a luncheon program, as required, for the closing celebration ceremony in

consultation with the Ceremonies Coordinator. 

Other tasks as assigned by the host committee or the ED

Continue entering registration data as forms arrive. Once the spreadsheet is

finalized make sure the curling, hockey, and golf chairs are given registration

lists immediately so they can prepare event draws.

Provide each event chair with a list of registered participants so they can

develop schedules and plan their event

Once the draws are ready for hockey, curling, and golf post it on social media

and remind event chairs to call all the team captains with their playing times.

Send a copy of the draws to the ED for further publication.

Contact event chairs to ensure they have everything they need for their event

Other tasks as assigned by the host committee or the ED

2 & 3 WEEKS TO GAMES

1 WEEK TO GAMES

GAMES ASSISTANT TASK GUIDELINES
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Update the registration spreadsheet throughout the Games to record actual

participation as reported at each event.

Attend as many events as possible and help out whenever you can.

Collect equipment and results as they are returned to the office.

Update social media on a regular basis.

Finalize and print the luncheon program 

Other tasks as assigned by the host committee or the ED

Collect all remaining equipment (signage, first aid kits, and event supplies) from

the venues and event chairs.

Create a refund list based on actual participation.

Compile event evaluations and comments from event chairs at the volunteer

debrief lunch

Assist the host chair with compiling the final report

Organize supplies, create an inventory list, and return supplies to the 55+ office.

Remove all pages from the event binders which will not be relevant to the next

host (contact lists, filled out event result sheets, etc.)

Prepare thank you letters for sponsors.

Organize electronic files and submit to ED.

Other tasks as assigned by the host committee or the ED

WEEK OF THE GAMES

TWO WEEKS POST-GAMES

GAMES ASSISTANT TASK GUIDELINES
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Water be available at events for participants who will be encouraged to bring

their own refillable bottle. The host committee is not responsible to have bottled

water available, if they do not feel it is needed.

Tea & Coffee be provided at all recreation events: auction 45, contract bridge,

cribbage, crokinole, duplicate bridge, scrabble, and euchre.

Snacks are also sometimes provided at the recreation events listed above. These

can include muffins, squares or candy.

The event chairs are responsible for organizing refreshments and should submit

receipts for reimbursement from the host committee. A budget of $1/person is a

guideline for spending. This would be adjusted for events that occur over

multiple days.

Some events are often held on the same day and get a lot of the same

participants, particularly auction 45 and cribbage. In these cases, it is important

to have options for lunch available for participants to purchase. This could mean

either having a canteen available or scheduling the celebration

luncheon/banquet to occur on the same day.

Some recent host committees have had success with sourcing refreshments

from local business as in kind donations. The committee should ensure that all

information on items procured is relayed to the event chair via the event chair

coordinator.

Please note the PEI 55+ Games Society recommends minimizing plastic waste

whenever possible.

Refreshments have come to be expected at certain events. However, the addition of

refreshments can increase expenses and should be considered carefully. It is

important to remember that all event fees should cover the cost of hosting the

event. In order to assist the host committee, the PEI 55+ Games recommends the

following:

APPENDIX 5: REFRESHMENT GUIDELINES
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INCOME AND EXPENSE STATEMENT

Income Actual Cash Actual In Kind

Banquet

Projected
Budget Cash

Projected
Budget In Kind

Administration Fees ($5)
Event Fees

Other Celebration Events

Fundraising (50/50 draws, etc.)

Sponsorship:

Sponsor 1

Sponsor 2

Sponsor 3

Total Income

APPENDIX 6: BUDGET AND REPORTING
TEMPLATE
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Expenses
Projected

Budget Cash
Projected

Budget In Kind
Actual Cash Actual In Kind

Facilities Rentals:
Facility 1

Facility 2
Officials
55+ Administration Fees
Signage

Medical
Awards and Prizes
Public Relations

Event Supplies and Equipment

Event Hospitality
Volunteer Recognition

Host Committee- mileage

Bank Fees
Refunds

 

Postage/Printing
Staff Wages
Office Supplies
Banquet
Miscellaneous

Total Expenses

Net Revenue



APPENDIX 7: HOST COMMITTEE
TIMELINE
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APPENDIX 8: POSTPONEMENT AND
CANCELLATION PROTOCOL
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Cancellation Committee:  A three person committee of the host chair, the host
community representative, and the 55+ Games Society ED will be responsible for
all decisions related to postponement or cancellation. The host chair will be
responsible for communicating with all event chairs and host committee
members, the host community representative will communicate with all venue
managers and host community staff, and the ED will handle all communication
with the media, and 55+ Society board members. 

Postponement and cancellation:  In the event of a major storm, all activities
scheduled for that date will be postponed and when possible, rescheduled
according to facilities’ and event chairs’ availability.
In the event of borderline weather conditions, decisions will be made on an event
by event basis after consultation among the members of the above four person
committee and the host event chair.
In the event of a full shut down on any day, cancellation committee members will
be asked to communicate with event chairs as outlined below and report back to
the cancellation committee.

Host Chair: events determined pending weekly Games schedule
Host Community Representative: events determined pending weekly Games
schedule
55+ Games Society ED: events determined pending weekly Games schedule

To facilitate effective communication among committee members, event chairs
and venue managers, an information sheet will be prepared by the Games
Assistant with phone and cell phone numbers and other relevant contact
information for circulation among the stakeholders.  This is to ensure that all
parties can be accessed quickly in the event cancellation or postponement is
necessary.  This information sheet will be included in event binders and
circulated as needed to ensure timely and accurate information is available.

In the event of a cancellation or postponement, participants will be notified
through the provincial media outlets and the Games website,
www.pei55plusgamessociety.ca.  In addition, each event chair, with the
assistance of the host committee, Games Assistant, and the committee members,
will attempt to communicate cancellation and rescheduling information to
participants according to the following guidelines:  



If registrants are registered for only that event, they will be refunded all fees. 

If individuals are registered to participate in multiple events, they will only be

reimbursed for the cancelled activities and they will not be refunded the $5.00

Games Administration Fee. 

Refunds will also be issued if the luncheon ceremony is cancelled.

• For team sports such as golf, softball, hockey, curling, and bowling, the organizing

committee will contact team captains who will then be asked to forward information

to the individual team members.

• For individual sports, every effort will be made to contact the individual

participants in a timely fashion. However, due to the large numbers of participants

in some events, such as Auction 45, this may not be possible. Participants are

advised to listen to the local media and/or check the 55+ Games website

If conditions require the cancellation of the luncheon celebration, it will not be

rescheduled. Where food preparation requires advance notice, a decision will be

made at noon two days prior to the luncheon based on the best forecast information

available at that time.

Refund policy: In the event of the complete cancellation of an event:

If people fail to show for their event, refunds will not normally be issued. If events

are postponed due to weather and the committee receives requests for refunds

based on extenuating circumstances, decisions will be made on a case by case basis.

The same extenuating circumstances criteria will be used for closing ceremony

refund requests received no later than noon, on the Wednesday immediately prior

to the ceremony. Requests for closing ceremony refunds received after that time

will not be honoured because the host committee has to commit to a fixed number

at that time.

Unless events are cancelled, no refunds will be issued unless participants forward

individual requests to the organizing committee. To be considered, all requests for

refunds must be received no later than one week after the official close of the

Games.

Contacts:

Host Committee Chair: 902-***-****

Municipal Representative: 902-***-**** 

55+ Games Society ED: 902-***-****

POSTPONEMENT AND CANCELLATION
PROTOCOL
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